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e ideal rm has been studied over several centuries, yet
little is known about what makes one successful and
another fail. is pioneering book brings together leading
researchers investigating the concept of the rm from a
neuroscienti c perspective.
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‘Do people with high testosterone levels make decisions the
same way as people with lower testosterone? Do men
change their behavior when a pretty woman enters the
o ce? Do women change their behavior when a handsome
man enters the o ce? Do men and women a ect each
other within the rm to the detriment or the bene t of the rm? In some ways, the questions
this edited volume addresses are questions that we are all familiar with and have asked for
many years. It suggests looking for answers in places that that we have never thought of before.
Some of the chapters will surprise you with their ingenious, simple answers and propositions;
some will perhaps make you feel awkward with their straight-forward way of presenting what we
all suspected but felt uncomfortable to talk about.’
– From the foreword by David B. Audretsch
‘ is volume brings together leading researchers from a variety of elds to investigate the
concept of the rm from new perspectives arising from neuroeconomics. e traditional theory
of the rm has focused on the strategic, operational and resource management objectives of
the rm as an organization. is timely and informative book explores new horizons in the
biology of human decision-making and behavior, including uncertainty, entrepreneurship and
ethics as it a ects the functioning of the organization. e fascinating chapters cover a wide
range of research elds, drawing on both the conscious and the unconscious mind, and how
common hormonal cycles in the female and testosterone variations in the male a ect each
other in the workplace and its a ect on the rm as an organization. e topics of
entrepreneurship and the recent global nancial crisis are discussed from the perspective of
hormonal forces and the implications of those forces in the future. It is an enlightening selection
of articles that scholars, students, business leaders, and managers will nd a valuable read.’
– Vernon L. Smith, 2002 Nobel Laureate in Economics
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